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fertilizing?
recycling?

oil disposal?

WHAT DO YOU KNOW...
batteries?

MUSIC UP & UNDER

hazardous waste?

VO: We’re glad we asked, as there are still some misconceptions about
what’s actually flushable and what’s NOT.

AD: logo is on screen. “What do you know...” flies in.
AD: single talk bubbles POP (boing) on screen up.
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT...
what’s flushable and what isn’t?

answer
answer

answer

answer

answer

VO: And our experts have been dishing out lots of answers. After all,
our mission is to keep Hampton Roads well informed and in the know.

VO: But we thought it was time to ask our residents what they know.
Specifically, when it comes to your toilet, what’s flushable and what’s
not?

AD: talk bubbles change color (POP SFX) with word change.
AD: green from one talk bubble takes over screen. Animate text and
graphic onto screen Question mark on toilet added at end of VO.
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DENTAL FLOSS

VO: First up, dental floss…

Video 11: floss :31-:32 “not flushable”
Video 13: floss 1:04-1:06 “I’d flush it”

AD: Animate text and graphic onto screen
AD: keep graphic images on screen - at
end of video clips, introduce “NO”
symbol over the item in question
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COTTON SWABS

VO: Next, cotton swabs…
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Video 12: Q-tips :31-:35 “this would be okay to flush. Flushable.”
Video 17: Q-tips :17-:18 “never, never flush”
Video 10: Q-tips :37-:39/:41 “Not flushable”
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DISPOSABLE WIPES

VO: How about disposable wipes?
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Video 12: wipes :46-:47 “flushable”
Video 4: wipes :19-:21 “these are definitely not flushable”
Video 14: wipes :16-:18 “they’re supposed to be flushable”
Video 10: wipes :22-:25 “they say they’re flushable, but they’re not
flushable”
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FEMININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS

VO: And what about feminine hygiene products?

Video 2: tampon :13-:14 “not flushable”
Video 13: tampon (couple) 1:14-1:18 [WOMAN] “I’d flush these” [MAN] “I
don’t…” [laughing…]
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PAPER TOWELS

VO: Finally, paper towels…

Video 7: paper towel :12-:13 “not flushable”
Video 16: paper towel: :28-:30 “I never, never, never flush this...”
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GOOD TO KNOW

FLUSHABLE

NOT FLUSHABLE

water
personal business
toilet paper

VO: We’re glad we asked, as there are still some misconceptions about
what’s actually flushable and what’s NOT.

VO: What’s good to know? Only water, your personal business and
toilet paper should be flushed down the toilet.

AD: Animate toilet, “flushable” and “not”

AD: animate question mark-to-smile on toilet, text and checkmarks
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SEWAGE BACKUPS
harm aquatic life
close beaches
make some seafood unsafe to eat

VO: Why nothing else? Because
flushing your anything else can
lead to clogged pipes and
expensive plumbing repairs.
AD: Animate pipe clog and
backup with $ coming out of
toilet

VO: And, if backed-up sewage hits the streets, there’s a good chance it
will wash down storm drains and into our waterways harming aquatic
life, closing beaches and making some seafood unsafe to eat.
AD: video of heron / animate text on streen / effect on image to
indicate harm (red overlay?)
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-6108605-stock-footage-heron-great-blue-heron-bird.html?src=search/BeWVtO5msTGLxl0LPLWpBg:1:7

Food scraps from the kitchen
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GOOD TO DO
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GOOD TO DO

GOOD TO KNOW

NOT FLUSHABLE

FLUSHABLE

tissues

water

paper towels

personal business

wipes of any kind

toilet paper

VO: So what’s good to do (or not do, in this
case)... Never flush tissues, paper towels,
wipes of any kind (even if they ARE labeled
flushable), cotton swabs or feminine hygiene
products. No no food, no cat litter, no pet
goldfish, or (as tempting as it may be) your
annoying little brother.

tissues
paper towels
wipes of any kind
cotton swabs
femine hygiene products
cat litter
food
pets
little brothers

VO: So now you know what’s good to know! Find other resources, like
this video...

AD: animate smile to frown on toilet, text and
“no” marks
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IS POWERED BY THE FOLLOWING MEMBER LOCATLITES AND AGENCIES

Chesapeake
Franklin
Hampton
Newport News

FOR A CLEANER, GREENER HAMPTON ROADS

Norfolk
Poquoson

VO: ...at askHRgreen.org where you’ll find everything you can DO for a
cleaner, greener Hampton Roads.
AD: animate logo and text on screen, synced to VO

VO ONLY FROM Video
“What are the three Ps you can flush?”
Video 5: 1:01-1:08 “toilet paper… I’m not sure of
the other two…” [laughing]
Video 15: 1:10-1:17 “pee, poop and paper?”
[laughing… “You’re the first person who got it
all…”]

Chesapeake
Franklin
Hampton
Newport News
Norfolk
Poquoson
Portsmouth
Suffolk

AD: credit scroll, keep logo on screen
MUSIC UP & OUT

Town of Smithfield
Virginia Beach
Williamsburg
Gloucester County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
Southampton County
Surry County
York County
HRSD

